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Web application EX.PO AUS sightseeing planner was produced with the financial assistance of the IPA Adriatic Cross-Border Cooperation Programme.
The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of the City of Dubrovnik and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting the position of the IPA Adriatic Cross-Border Cooperation Programme Authorities.
The European Union is made up of 28 Member States who have decided to gradually link together their knowhow, resources and destinies. Together,
during a period of enlargement of over 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural
diversity, tolerance and individual freedoms. The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements and its values with countries and peoples
beyond its borders.

The project is co-founded by the European Union,
Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistence

This project is implemented by the Lead Partner
City of Dubrovnik
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On EX.PO AUS sightseeing planner you can explore the Inter-Adriatic UNESCO sites
and make your own custom sightseeing tours according to your interests.
The main focus is the cultural heritage of the UNESCO sites - attractions and sights
worth seeing. All locations are marked on the map and listed with a short description and photo.
Using this Sightseeing planner you will get custom eBooklet specially tailored
for your own needs, loaded just with information you need and find useful and
locations you wont to visit. It will contain only the basic, brief information and would
serve as a kind of to-do (to-see) trip list. By clicking on provided links you can access
more detailed information on the related web sites.

ONCE GENERATED eBOOKLET CONSISTS OF

a city map with sightseeing routes with
chosen sights marked in
it (attractions, museums,
viewpoints etc.)

estimated time
for taking the route

list of chosen sights
with short description,
photos and links to
more information on
Internet

planner.expoaus.org
web application for exploring UNESCO Adriatic sights
online and making custom
eBooklets with sightseeing
routes

PLAN YOUR TRIP TO
UNESCO ADRIATIC
LOCATIONS
BUTRINT, Albania
BLAGAJ, BIH
MOSTAR, BIH
STOLAC, BIH
DUBROVNIK, Croatia
POREČ, Croatia
SPLIT, Croatia
CORFU, Greece
ALBEROBELLO, Italy
AQUILEIA, Italy
FERRARA, Italy
RAVENNA, Italy
KOTOR, Montenegro
PIRAN, Slovenia
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browse sights info in lightbox in
web browser

save sightseeing tour with list of chosen sights

Each UNESCO location is presented with
- introduction text (basic info)
- list of sightseeing attractions (sights list)
- map with all sights pined on it
Sights are organized in various categories (public buildings, sacral objects, museums...) and
can be filtered out according to your interests
Each attractions is presented with:
- photo
- short description (address, opening hours, basic info, link for more info)

or generate eBooklet in pdf
format that you can print or
save locally on your computer

EX.PO AUS sightseeing planner was created as a part of
Project EX.PO AUS (EXtension of POtentiality of Adriatic Unesco Sites) in order to
make joint valorisation and
promote UNESCO sites of
the Adriatic Sea that are part
of this project.
Fnd out more about the
project on: expoaus.org
For more information about
this planner contact us at :
planner@expoaus.org

< you can plan your sightseeing tours on both
desktop and mobile devices
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